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The fusion of consciousness and energy is of such a tremendous power that this fusion creates an 
electro-magnetic energy field, as it were.  This field contains every conceivable seed, or possibility, of 
creation.  Every conceivable attitude or concept about life creates such a force field. The 
magnetism of this field is so strong that ensuing action and events are inexorably set in motion, and 
these actions and events continue to perpetuate the same power of this specific force field.  The force 
field of a specific attitude to life is also ruled by laws of attraction -- like attracting like.  Thus you 
who have created various force fields as a result of your attitudes, ideas, concepts, and approaches to 
life attract or repulse events, people, happenings, actions of others and yourself.  You set up continuous 
chains of action and reaction, of which you often lose track.  That is, when the event occurs in your 
life, you no longer know by what specific belief and consequent action you have created it. 
 
My friends on the path have discovered various force fields of distorted ideas which we call "images."  
You have experienced within you how what you now know to be a misconception about life has 
governed your actions and reactions and has consequently brought corresponding events to pass.  You 
now see quite clearly that these events are hardly what they at first seemed to be -- coincidence.  They 
occur by immutable law -- the law of self-creation. 
 
 It is extremely difficult to change these force fields, but it is certainly possible.  No one who is not 
deeply involved in and committed to such a path as this in which deepest self-confrontation on all 
levels takes place can possibly do this. For those who are at the beginning of the path (or those who 
still defend against fully assuming responsibility for their life and are therefore blocked), the existing 
image can be infallibly deduced by looking at your life.  Your life reveals what your underlying 
beliefs and attitudes must be.  It cannot be otherwise. [Note; also taught as Your life does not lie.] 
 
The magnetic power of the force field is self-indoctrinating, self-perpetuating.  It is like a deeply 
imprinted motor or mechanism set in motion with great energy.  It thus requires a stronger energy to 
deactivate this motor force and to change a negative force field into a positive one.  To put it 
differently, the image has to be dissolved and the creative energy that was locked up in the image is 
from now on to be utilized in ways that are compatible with divine law. As long as a deliberate 
negativity, a negative intentionality, exists in you, the resistance to commune with your eternal, 
spiritual self will be too great.  And yet, on the other hand, as long as you do not call on the help of 
your spiritual reality, you must find yourself incapable of giving up the negative intentionality. 
 
The only way to come out of this self-contradiction that keeps you magnetically held in this position in 
spite of knowing what you are doing with your life is to begin to use thought processes in a new way.  
Let us take the same example: "I want to punish my parents by my own misery and spite and non-
giving," or "I do not want to love them, so I cannot love anybody else because I want everyone to be 
better parents than those I really had."  Once you are aware of this attitude -- and a good part of the 
pathwork consists of becoming aware of such things -- then you see yourself hooked and trapped there.   
The new thought process, to begin with, might be:  "I do not want to stay in this position.  There are 
powers within me that make it possible for me to change and feel good and secure about the change.  I 
do deserve it.  This change is my birthright.  I claim this birthright.  I can subsist on good feelings.  
I can sustain them, I can endure them just as I can endure pain or disappointment.  I now decide to no 
longer believe in the fallacy that either pain or good feelings cannot be borne by me.  If there are any 
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areas within me where I still battle and defend against either the painful or the love feelings -- the 
giving and the receiving of love -- the power in me can make me conscious of it and can help me lift 
myself out of the groove that has been set by the force field of this attitude and bring a new force field 
into being.  I pray for the power, the belief, the faith, and the volition to be totally committed to 
living my life in a good, in a deeply feeling, in an honest way." 
 
Even if some part of you still resists while you say these words, my friends, if your innermost will 
pronounces these words strongly and decisively -- not covering up and denying the negative will but 
meeting it head on -- a new power is created by the force of the thought, the intent.  Only too often you 
wait for the change to take place without your deciding for a new thought process about the issue in 
question.  It is the thought that must change first.  In thought lies the intent.  This intent can then 
seep deeper and deeper into the still resisting layers of your consciousness.   
 
It is necessary that you give up the dishonesty, the hiding, the projecting, the game playing that exist on 
subtle levels and which you manage to deny, often even now, after you have temporarily admitted them 
into your consciousness.  It is certainly not only possible to do this, but it is eventually everyone's fate.  
To be free from these dishonesties is the natural, universal law.  It is that which is really the easiest.  
This is your fate, inexorably.  To hold on to what is most difficult and contorting for your soul, and 
hurtful, is senseless because one day you must come to be your whole, real, joyous self where you 
know who you are -- not this little ego, but the Ultimate Creator of whom you are a manifestation. 
 
Here I come to the second part of this topic.  One of the important obstacles to wanting to establish 
the channel with your real being, to wanting to give up dishonesty is the guilt for pain you have 
inflicted or are still inflicting.  ... I make a clear distinction between remorse and guilt.  Remorse 
deeply feels the pain of wrong-doing but never loses sight of your divinity.  You become a better, 
stronger person when the pain of remorse is being fully savored.  Guilt crushes the self and denies its 
intrinsic divinity.   
 
If you cannot bear the pain of your guilt and look away from it, then you cannot feel deserving, and you 
must block the contact with God in you.  So this is one of the most important keys you need. 
 
It is absolutely necessary that you be totally aware of and make all the connecting links of cause 
and effect, of received pain and given pain and how one leads to the other and back in an endless 
chain reaction.  It is in your power any time you wish to break this chain.  When you decide to go into 
this area of your being; to look at it; to express your intent to avail yourself of all divine help in you, 
call upon this help.  Become so still that you can listen or feel it, know its presence. 
 
Go into your inner stillness right now.  Declare that you wish to feel the pain that is held in you, as it 
was given and as it was received.  Declare that you wish to be the beautiful person you really are.  Feel 
both the pain of your guilt and the beauty of your real self.  Thus you alter the course you have set in 
motion.  Thus you create a new force field because you demagnetize the old one.  This is the way 
now, my friends.  As you do this, as you feel the pain of the guilt and the pain of what has been done to 
you, it will become one and the same pain.  You will then forgive yourself, as you forgive others, as it 
was said in one of the greatest prayers.  Then you will be free, free to let go and let God in you!   

 
Guide Lecture quotes © The Pathwork Foundation 1999 

Full Text of all lectures may be downloaded at www.pathwork.org  
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THE MEANING OF EVIL AND ITS TRANSCENDENCE 

Quotes from Pathwork Lecture 184 
Full text of this plus all other lectures may be downloaded from www.pathwork.org  

 
Every human being is continuously confronted with the deep problem of how to handle the destructive 
forces residing within himself and within those others with whom he has to deal. The great difficulty 
man is up against in this respect is that in his mind with which he tries to solve this problem, he is 
within the system of duality.  He conceives of two opposite forces: a constructive one as opposed to a 
destructive one, good as opposed to evil.  The moment he becomes involved in this kind of 
conceptualizing, he is unable to solve the problem.  For he begins to negate, deny, evade, repress that in 
him which is indeed destructive.  Consequently he is partially unaware of its existence and totally 
incapable of seeing it and the way in which it manifests.  In other words, he is forced to act out the 
destructiveness indirectly -- with damaging results nonetheless.  Thus guilt compounds, because the 
evil which he hoped to eliminate only increases when it is repressed and acted out indirectly. 
 
In this dualistic approach man becomes split off within himself, for he rejects a whole part of himself, 
which is essential, potent creative energy and without which he can never be a full human being.  His 
sense of awareness dims as a result of repressing the undesirable part of himself.  The less awareness, 
the weaker he is.  
 
Most religions are involved in the aforementioned dualistic approach to this great question.  The 
dualistic approach reinforces man's fear of himself and his guilt; therefore it only increases the chasm 
within his soul.  These energies are used to force himself to be good and not to be bad.  Blindness, 
compulsion, and an artificial picture of life create self-perpetuating patterns with many negative chain 
reactions and ramifications. 
 
On the other hand, there also exist philosophies which postulate that there is no evil. The denial of evil 
on this plane of consciousness is as unrealistic as it is untrue to believe that two separate forces exist: 
one good and one evil, so that the latter must be destroyed, whisked away, made to disappear -- as if 
anything could be made to disappear in the universe!  Between these two alternatives, man must 
struggle to find the answers. Both approaches lead to repression.   
 
You have all experienced how threatened you feel, how anxious and uncomfortable, when you are 
confronted with certain undesirable attitudes, traits, and characteristics in you.  If you examine the 
cause each time you feel anxious, you will always find that, in the last analysis, you are apprehensive 
of your own evil, regardless of how threatening another person or an outside event appears to be.  If 
you then translate this anxiety into clear-cut words, as I just mentioned; if you can verbalize your inner 
thought that certain attitudes or feelings "should not exist in you," you can then confront this attitude of 
yours to the evil in a much better way.  For the evil itself is not half as damaging as your attitude to it.  
Catch your fear and your thought behind the fear "I should not be that way."  If this fear is ignored, the 
problem becomes worse. 
 
This word acceptance has been used a great deal -- for lack of a better one -- but the meaning often gets 
lost behind the word.  So we must pay more attention to how this acceptance is to be brought about.  
For only when acceptance occurs in the right way, can evil be incorporated and reformed -- in the truest 
sense of the word.  You can then transform a force that has gone awry.  Most human beings totally 
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forget or ignore the fact that what is worst in them is essentially creative power and universal flow and 
energy that is highly desirable.  Only when you truly realize this, my friends, will you learn to cope 
with every aspect of yourself.  
 
Whenever you are in an unpleasant mood, in a threatening situation, in confusion and darkness, you 
can be sure that, whatever the outer circumstances may be, the essence of the problem is the denial and 
fear of your own destructive attitudes and your not knowing how to handle them.  Admission of this 
fact alone brings immediate relief and deactivates the negative power of them almost instantly.   
 
The first step must be the application of the theory that destructiveness, evil, is not a final, separate 
force. ...  But still, after all this time, it is not yet possible for any of you here to truly understand that 
what you dislike most in yourself is essentially a highly desirable, creative power.  You dislike it 
because it is not desirable in the form it manifests at the moment.  In other words, you have to be able 
to learn to fully acknowledge that the way the power manifests is undesirable, but the energy current 
that produces this manifestation is desirable in itself.  For it is made of the life stuff itself.  It contains 
consciousness and creative energy.  It contains every possibility to manifest and express life, to create 
new life manifestations.  
 
Thus you will see that by denying the evil in you, you do greater harm to the whole of your personality, 
to your manifest spirituality, than you realize.  For by denying it, you inactivate an essential part of 
your energies and creative forces so that they stagnate. ... This is why not all supposedly negative 
emotions are necessarily always undesirable.  For instance, anger can be an expression that furthers life 
and is directed against its negation.  But denial of anger turns into hostility, cruelty, spite, self-hate, 
guilt, confusion between blame of others and blame of self, and is thus a destructive energy current. 
 
The essential key to a total integration of the evil, to its transformation, is the understanding of its 
original nature and of the ingrained possibility for it to manifest again in its original form.  This must 
be the aim, my friends.  When you no longer negate the ugliness in you, you will not have to negate the 
beauty in you any longer. When you can perceive both -- not one wiping out the other -- you will have 
made a substantial step toward a realistic picture of life and of yourself that will enable you to deal with 
life and yourself and to integrate what now tears you asunder. ... No expansion of consciousness, no 
integration and transcendence is possible when consciousness is dimmed, when awareness is blocked.    
 
Pride, self-will, and fear are all different forms of denial and are therefore more dangerous than the evil 
itself which they deny. ... Self-will makes one rigid, and rigidity is contrary to the flow of life 
movement.  Self-will says, "I do not accept the reality as it is now, it must be now as I insist it is."  This 
makes truthful admission impossible. Pride says, "I do not want to have such ugly traits in me."  Truth 
requires both flexibility and humility.  It also requires courage.  Fear assumes that acceptance and 
acknowledgment of the ugliness will make this ugliness overwhelming.  So fear also denies the 
justified faith in the way the world is created.  If truthful admission of what is would mean doom, 
annihilation, danger, chaos, then the logical sequence of this assumption then would mean that the 
world is built on deceit, pretense, negation.  Even though such thoughts are hardly ever actually 
articulated, for they are senseless, many individuals unwittingly build their lives on these assumptions.  
Their attitudes express this underlying philosophy. 

 
Guide Lecture quotes © The Pathwork Foundation 1999 

Full text of this plus all other lectures may be downloaded from www.pathwork.org 
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Pathwork™ Steps 
Unity and Duality 

Worksheet for Pathwork Lecture 143 
 
1.  For a week or so, keep awareness of how many times you make a statement and then add ‘but...’ and 
contradict or diminish or negate what you have just said.   
 Ask yourself why you might say something and then say it’s opposite or it’s rebuttal- especially 
if there was no disagreement to your statement.  Consider inserting ‘and’ where you have been saying 
‘but’.  What difference, if any, do you notice when you use the word ‘and’ and allow both statements to 
exist?  Jot down the feelings that come up in your journal or daily review. 
  “When... the unification of consciousness is striven for and attempted on the dualistic plane, 
tremendous conflict must ensue because it is an absolute impossibility to accomplish.” (PL 143) 
 
2.  “The moment an individual is more bent on the truth than on proving his right, he contacts the 
divine principle of transcendent, unified truth.  If the desire to be in truth is genuine, the inspiration 
must come forth.” (PL 143) 
 The next time you feel threatened or conflicted, ask yourself ‘what is the truth of the matter?’ 
and notice the feelings that shift or come forward.  Is the charge, or feeling of defensiveness, less or 
greater?  Repeat this exercise several times in different situations.  Is there a pattern to your responses, 
or do they vary?  Even under the variations, can you sense anything that  
 
3.  “The ego thinks ‘as long as everyone around me things that I am special’ - especially good, or 
smart, or beautiful, or talented, or happy, unhappy or even bad, or whatever the speciality you have 
chosen for your own personal idealized self-glorification- then I will receive the necessary approval, 
love, admiration, agreement that I need in order to live’,  This explains why some people’s idealized 
self image is destructive and negative.  They feel more confident in making themselves noticed than 
through positive specialness.” (PL 143) 
 Where or how are you ‘special’?  Although you may have many areas where you are special in 
a positive sense, see if you can find a place where your specialness is destructive or negative, even in a 
subtle way.  Why do you imagine such a point about individuals would be made in a lecture about 
‘Unity and Duality’?  Examine your feelings around letting go of what makes you ’special’.  Try out- 
in your everyday life- letting go of a token aspect of your negative specialness.  What happens?  What 
are your feelings about this? 
From the worksheet on Higher Self, Lower Self, and Mask PL 14: 
 
 “The lower self does not only consist of the common faults, the individual weaknesses that vary with each person, 
but also of ignorance, laziness.  It hates to change and to conquer itself; it has a very strong will (that may not always 
manifest outside) and wants its way without paying the price; it is very proud and selfish; it has always a great deal of 
personal vanity, the ego with all its manifestations.  All these characteristics are generally part of the lower self regardless 
of other individual faults.”       Higher Self, Lower Self and Mask, PL 014 
 Suggestions for further self-study:: Can you find examples or aspects of your life that may be influenced by your 
Lower Self?  How do you feel about these?  Have you become accustomed to them, just ignoring them and hoping for the 
best, or do you struggle against them?  The Lower Self can be tricky. It can encourage laziness and hopelessness in order 
not be be closely examined and identified. It can also encourage acrimony, argument, ill will and anger, which while active 
and energetic can also be futile, because the negativity of the attempted ‘solutions’ actually feeds the negative intention of 
the Lower Self. 

Worksheet Questions © Jan Rigsby 2001 
Guide Quotes © The Pathwork Foundation 1999  
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Notes for 2008 Video Recording of Teleconference on PL 201 
Presented by Jan Rigsby 

 
NATURAL LAW FLOWS FROM DIRECTLY FROM SPIRITUAL LAW  
 
Little mermaid 
 
 “Every conceivable attitude or concept about life creates an electro-magnetic force field. 
PL 201 Demagnetizing Negative Force Fields – Pain of Guilt 
 
Joke versions: 
 Little chief thundercloud 
 Charles Schultz’ Pig Pen 
 Marvin, the paranoid robot  
  (Douglas Adams, Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy series) 
 
“Every thought, every feeling creates a world in the spirit realm that we can see 
 
“Energy follows consciousness 
 
The force field of a specific attitude to life is also ruled by the laws of attraction  
 – like attracting like 
 ‘As in heaven, so below; as in earth, so above’ 
 
This is a greater paradigm shift than you might realize.  Implications: 
 
 Disregarding the idea of reincarnation, most religions and philosophies believe that we exist 
prior to and after our human lives. 
 
Exercise: to notice beliefs, philosophies, and thought patterns which work only within human life 
spans.  
 Victorian era: Picture of Dorian Gray 
 Puritans: Inner goodness must manifest as material wealth / personal success 
 
Exercise: to notice where we insist that good deeds be rewarded, without truly understanding / being 
able to understand that a larger reality  
 
  
CAUSE AND EFFECT 
 
 “You set up continuous chains of action and reaction, of which you often lose track. 
PL 201 Demagnetizing Negative Force Fields – Pain of Guilt 
 
= When cause and effect are separated, confusion results. 
 
“Disconnectedness between cause and effect regarding commitment creates the need to seek 
adjustment in the wrong manner.” PL 196, Commitment – Cause and Effect 
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“When the effect is not being recognized as the result of the cause set in motion -- the cause being a 
half-commitment only -- a split in consciousness exists with all sorts of negative chain reactions.  The 
resulting confusion will first breed a sense of helplessness and injustice.” PL 196, Commitment – 
Cause and Effect 
 
 
 
RESISTANCE 
 
 “Your life reveals what your underlying beliefs and attitudes must be.  It cannot be otherwise.” 
 PL 201 
 = Your life doesn’t lie 
 
Few people have perfect lives.  Where might you resist taking full responsibility for EVERY SINGLE 
THING that does not work in your life? 
 
A negative take on this would be, I already have enough on my plate – I don’t need any more 
responsibility! 
 
Consider: 
 “The image has to be dissolved and the creative energy that was locked up in the image is from 
now on to be utilized in ways that are compatible with divine law.” PL 201 
 
What if embracing your life – every aspect of it, good and bad – could actually release energy rather 
than consume it? 
 
 
 “As long as a deliberate negativity, a negative intentionality, exists in you, the resistance to 
commune with your eternal, spiritual self will be too great.”  PL 201 
 
 “I do not want to stay in this position.  There are powers within me that make it possible for me 
to change and feel good and secure about the change.  I do deserve it.  This change is my birthright.  I 
claim this birthright.  I can subsist on good feelings.  I can sustain them, I can endure them, just as I can 
endure pain or disappointment.  I now decide to no longer believe in the fallacy that either pain or good 
feelings cannot be borne by me.  If there are any areas within me where I still battle and defend against 
either the painful or the love feelings – the giving and the receiving of live – the power in me can make 
me conscious of it and can help me life myself out of the groove that has been set by the force field of 
this attitude and bring a new force field into being.  I pray for the power, the belief, the faith, and the 
volition to be totally committed to living my life in a good, in a deeply feeling, in an honest way.” 
 
 
AFFIRMATIONS REQUIRE DEEP INTENT 
 
 “It is the thought that must change first.  In thought lies the intent.”\ 
 “This intent can then seep deeper and deeper into the still resisting layers of your consciousness. 
 
Positive affirmations need to express intention, rather than using manifestation (words) before the 
thoughts (intentions) have been fully addressed. 
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 “To be free from these dishonesties is the natural, universal law.” PL 201 
 
GUILT FROM PAIN 
 
 “Guilt for pain you have inflicted or are still inflicting: Remorse deeply feels the pain of wrong-
doing but never loses light of your divinity.  You become a better, stronger person when the pain of 
remorse is being fully savored.  Guilt crushes the self and denies the intrinsic divinity. 
 
 “If you cannot bear the pain of your guilt and look away from it, then you cannot feel deserving, 
and you must block the contact with God in you. 
 
 “It is absolutely necessary that you be totally aware of and make all the connecting links of 
cause and effect, or received pain and given pain and how one leads to the other and back in an endless 
chain reaction.  It is in your power any time you wish to break this chain. 
 
 “Thus you create a new force field because you demagnetize the old one.  Then you will be 
free, free to let go and let God in you. 
 
THE MEANING OF EVIL AND ITS TRANSCENDENCE 
 
 “For he begins to negate, deny, evade, repress that is him which is indeed destructive:  “Thus 
guilt compounds, because the evil which he hoped to eliminate only increases when it is repressed and 
acted out indirectly.” 
 “In this dualistic approach man becomes split off within himself, for he rejects a whole part of 
himself, which is essential, potent creative energy and without which he can never be a full human 
being.” 
 
 “The denial of evil on this plane of consciousness is as unrealistic as it is untrue to believe that 
two separate forces exist: one good and one evil.” 
 
 “Catch your fear and your thought behind the fear “I should not be that way”  If  this fear is 
ignored, the problem becomes worse.” 
 
 “Anger can be an expression that furthers life and is directed against its negation.  But denial of 
anger turns into hostility, cruelty, spite, self-hate, guilt, confusion between blame of others and blame 
of self, and is thus a destructive energy current.” 
 
 “No expansion of consciousness, no integration and transcendence is possible when 
consciousness is dimmed, when awareness is blocked.” 

 
Notes for 2008 Video Recording of Teleconference 

Presented by Jan Rigsby 
 


